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With Estrella Insurance’s new Pre-Paid Prescription Program (powered by Smart Health Book), you can enjoy significant
discounts on your prescription medications. It’s a free, pre-activated program for all Estrella Insurance members, and you
can access it now by clicking here!
How does it work? It’s easy!
1. Download the Smart Health Book app available on iOS or Android, or visit smarthealthbook.com/estrellarx.
2. Compare deeply discounted prices for your medications.
3. Locate your preferred pharmacy (make sure this is where you usually send prescriptions).
4. Pay the lowest price for your medications through our convenient mobile app, Smart Health Book.
5. Show the virtual receipt on your phone at the pharmacy.

U.S. Postal Service Testing
Self-Driving Trucks

When people talk about self-driving cars, it sounds
futuristic. But actually, driverless vehicles are already being
used in the present.
At the end of May 2019, the United States Postal Service put
mail on driverless trucks for five round trips between
Phoenix and Dallas. The customized Peterbilt trucks were
run by TuSimple, a San Diego startup. During the 1,000mile test trip between the two cities, TuSimple had an
engineer and a safety driver in the car.
According to Insurance Journal, the USPS “spends more than $4 billion per year on highway trucking services through
outside contractors,” and a national shortage of drivers has made those costs keep rising. Adopting fully autonomous
vehicles could save hundreds of millions of dollars “by eliminating human drivers and the hours-of-service rules that keep
them from driving round the clock.”
If you see a driverless vehicle out there, don’t get distracted or take your eyes off the road! Be sure to drive safe, no matter
who (or who’s not) driving next to you.

Your Guide to Hurricane
Preparedness
Hurricane season runs from June 1 to November 30. Don’t
wait until a storm is on the radar to prepare! There are
many steps you can take to get ready and give yourself
peace of mind in case a hurricane does head your way.
Keep the following checklists handy so you can be ready
for any possibility.
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